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Abstract
Generating quasi-monochromatic, femtosecond γ-ray pulses via Thomson scattering (TS) demands
exceptional electron beam (e-beam) quality, such as percent-scale energy spread andfive-dimensional
brightness over 1016 Am–2.We show that near-GeV e-beamswith thesemetrics can be accelerated in a
cavity of electron density, drivenwith an incoherent stack of Joule-scale laser pulses through amm-
size, dense plasma (n0∼1019 cm−3). Changing the time delay, frequency difference, and energy ratio
of the stack components controls the e-beamphase space on the femtosecond scale, while themodest
energy of the optical driver helps afford kHz-scale repetition rate atmanageable average power. Blue-
shifting one stack component by a considerable fraction of the carrier frequencymakes the stack
immune to self-compression. This, in turn,minimizes uncontrolled variation in the cavity shape,
suppressing continuous injection of ambient plasma electrons, preserving a single, ultra-bright
electron bunch. In addition, weak focusing of the trailing component of the stack induces periodic
injection, generating, in a single shot, a train of buncheswith controllable energy spacing and
femtosecond synchronization. These designer e-beams, inaccessible to conventional acceleration
methods, generate, via TS, gigawatt γ-ray pulses (ormulti-color pulse trains)with themean energy in
the range of interest for nuclear photonics (4–16MeV), containing over 106 photonswithin a
microsteradian-scale observation cone.
1. Introduction
Inverse Compton scattering [1–8] is an emerging technique for obtaining quasi-monochromatic, strongly
collimated γ-ray pulses through the collision of a short, quasi-monoenergetic electron beam (QMEe-beam) and
a near- tomid-IR interaction laser pulse (ILP). During the interaction, relativistic electrons, propagating at an
angle to the ILP, experience its Lorentz-compressed wave front, themaximumcompression occurring along the
e-beamdirection. As they oscillate in the ILP electromagnetic field, electrons emit radiation, scattering the
compressedwave front. An observer in the farfield thus detects an angular distribution of high-energy photons,
with their energy being the highest for a detector placed in the e-beamdirection. For the head-on collision, the
ILP photon energy isDoppler upshifted by a factor of 4 e
2g , where γe is the electron Lorentz factor. A 900MeV
electron thus converts a 1.5 eV ILP photon into a 19MeV γ-photon. As the energy of emitted photons ismuch
lower than the electron energy, the recoil is negligible. This low-energy semi-classical limit of the general
quantum-mechanical inverse Compton scattering, known as Thomson scattering (TS), is the subject of this
paper. As the e-beamphase space imprints itself onto the energy spectrum and γ-ray emission pattern,
characteristics of the γ-ray source are sensitive tomodulations in e-beam current and/or a chirp in its
longitudinalmomentum [9–12].
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The production ofmulti-picosecond TS γ-ray pulses has been earlier demonstrated using e-beams from
conventional accelerators [12–21]. These pulses have a high degree of polarization, and are thus attractive as
e-beamdiagnostics [12, 13]. They are also employed in the generation of polarized positrons fromdense targets
[15] and to demonstrate nuclearfluorescence [17–19, 21]. Conventional accelerators, however, are large and
expensive, whichmakes linac-based radiation sources scarce and busy user facilities. Also, the large (cm-scale)
size of the radio-frequency powered acceleration cavitiesmakes it difficult to produce and synchronize e-beams
(and, hence, TS γ-ray pulses) on a sub-ps time scale relevant to high-energy density physics [22]. Luckily, an
alternative technical solution, aminiature laser–plasma accelerator (LPA) [23, 24], enables production of even
shorter (viz. femtosecond) e-beams [25]. Besides, polychromatic (or ‘comb-like’) beams froman LPA,with the
currentmodulated on a femtosecond scale, have been observed in experiments [26–29]. Simulations indicate
that such beams readily lend themselves to all-opticalmanipulation, promising generation of spectrally
controlled quasi-monochromatic, femtosecond γ-ray pulses, or trains of pulses with a femtosecond
synchronization [9–11].
LPAs, however, face a number of challenges, one of which is preservation of beamquality, that is,
elimination of a high-charge, low-energy tail, which develops when acceleration is continued through electron
dephasing [30–34]. In experiments, TS from these imperfect LPA e-beams [35–40], alongwith a tendency to
scale photon energy up to∼10MeV [41–45], results in large γ-ray bandwidth, which is incompatible with
applications in nuclear forensics and radiography [6, 8, 19, 21]. The second challenge comes from thewidely
cited scaling [46] that prescribes using PW-scale laser pulses and cm-length plasmas in order to compete with
GeV linacs. This frustrates radiation physics applications dependent on dosage, as the required kHz repetition
rates translate, in this case, intomegawatt average laser power that pertains to the technology of distant future
[47, 48]. Both challenges are rooted in the degradation of the LPAdriver—a relativistically intense,multi-
terawatt, sub-100 fs laser pulse—as it imparts the energy into the plasma. To realize full potential of the LPA in
radiation physics [49], it is thus necessary to understand and control relativistic optical phenomena underlying
this degradation [34, 50].
In a conventional LPA, the ponderomotive force of the laser pulse creates a cavity in the electron fluid, while
the ions, due to their high inertia, remain approximately at rest. The pulse drives this ‘bubble’ overmany
Rayleigh lengths [51, 52]. The co-moving perturbation of the nonlinear index of refraction red-shifts the pulse
leading edge by a considerable fraction of the carrier frequencyω0, while anomalous group velocity dispersion of
the plasma compresses the pulse into a sub-cycle relativistic optical shock [34, 50]. Diffraction of the pulse
leading edge contributes to the pulse self-steepening5. Self-compression of the pulse is responsible for electron
dephasing, and is thus themajor factor limiting the energy gain. It also causes uncontrolled deformation of the
cavity, facilitatingmassive continuous self-injection of ambient electrons (dark current). It was shown earlier
that, by incoherentlymixing the pulse at the fundamental frequency with a frequency-upshifted pulse of the
same, or lower, energy (on a sub-Joule scale), it is possible to design an optical driver resilient to self-
compression (at least on the time scale of electron dephasing) [55]. By thusminimizing variations in the size of
accelerating cavity, one suppresses continuous electron injection, preserving a singleQMEbunchwith an
ultrahigh five-dimensional (5D) brightness exceeding 1016 A m–2. Brightness in this range is clearly an advantage
for the design of TS light sources [56, 57]. Our simulations show that emulating a step-wise negative chirp,
by advancing the higher-frequency component of the stack in time, nearly doubles electron energy compared
to the predictions of the accepted scalings, demonstrating a near-GeV gain in amm-scale, dense plasma
(n0∼1019 cm−3) alongwith a boost in brightness to a few 1017 A m–2. These ultra-bright bunches are perfectly
suited to generate, via TS, femtosecond-length, gigawatt γ-ray pulses with a 15%–20%bandwidth and themean
energy in the range of interest for nuclear photonics, 4–16MeV [8]. In addition, weak focusing of the lower-
frequency, trailing component of the stack enforces periodic injection, controllably producing synchronized
sequences of femtosecond electron bunches (e-bunches). These bunch trains emit, via TS, polychromatic γ-ray
beams containing up to three distinct bandswith controlled energy spacing, and over 106 photons per shot in a
microsteradian-scale observation cone. Themodest footprint and Joule-scale laser energy of the stack-driven
LPApromises an increase in the repetition rate to hundreds ofHz, at kWaverage power, enabling radiation
physics applications dependent on dosage. From the viewpoint of laboratory practice, kHz-scale repetition rate
and lowpulse energy enable computerizedmanipulations of the phase and shape of the sub-Joule stack
components, using adaptive optics and genetic algorithms [58, 59], aiding in real-time optimization of e-beam
parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the computational approach and defines parameters of
the case studies. These parameters are representative of LPA experiments carried out in numerous laboratories
worldwide. The reported case studiesmay thus serve as a reference for practical realization of the scheme in an
5
Diffraction of the leading edgemay be suppressed by propagating the pulse in a preformed channel [9] or in a bucket of a plasmawake
driven by a co-propagating pre-pulse [53, 54].
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existing experimental setting. Section 3 concentrates on the generation of comb-like e-beams and of
synchronized, polychromatic trains of γ-ray pulses. Control over the electron phase space through independent
focusing of the stack components is demonstrated. Section 4 explores all-optical control over parameters of
QMEe-bunches, through variation of the difference frequency and time delay between the stack components. It
is shown that almost 80% increase in electron energy and a factor 4.5 increase in brightnessmay be achievedwith
the same target and laser energy. This permits tuning the energy of TS γ-ray pulses in the range 4–16MeV,
without losing photons, keeping the low-energy background at amodest level. Appendix A addresses spectral
features of TS fromweakly collimated e-beams, to help estimate collimation of the photon pulse and to support
observationsmade in section 3.2. Appendices B andC show that amore than a 50% reduction in the energy of
the blue-shifted stack component reduces the e-beam energy bymerely 25%,while not degrading the e-beam in
other aspects. Section 5 summarizes the results and points out directions of future work.
2. Interaction regimes and simulationmethods
Manipulations of e-beamphase space are explored using the relativistic, fully explicit, quasi-cylindrical particle-
in-cell codeCALDER-Circ [60]. CALDER-Circ preserves realistic interaction geometry and accounts for the
axial asymmetry and polarization of the fields by decomposing all electromagnetic fields and currents into a set
of azimuthalmodes (whereas themacroparticles are pushed in the three-dimensional Cartesian space). If the
laser pulse envelope is initially cylindrically symmetric, using the two lowest ordermodes does not compromise
the accuracy of simulation [61]. This reduces the three-dimensional problem to an essentially two-dimensional
one, permitting economical usage of high-performance computational resources. In addition, CALDER-Circ
uses a numerical Cherenkov-free electromagnetic solver [62] and third-order splines for themacroparticles.
These features, in combinationwith afine grid ( z c0.125 16 nmtailwD = » ,Δr≈16Δz, where r2=x2+y2,
andωtail is defined below), small time step (ωtailΔt=0.1244), and 45macroparticles per cell,maintain low
sampling noise, negligible numerical dispersion, and avoid numerical emittance dilution. The physical setup is
the same as in [55]. The plasma begins at z=0with a 0.5 mm linear ramp, followed by a uniform sectionwith
the density n0=6.5×10
18 cm−3. A bi-color stack of transform-limited, linearly polarizedGaussian pulses,
propagating towards positive z, is focused at the plasma border. The electric field in the focal planeis
x y z tE E E, , 0, , 1tail head= = +^( ) ( )
where
e m cE e e , 2e y t t r rhead tail head i 2 ln 2 Lhead
2 2 2
head
2w = w t- - -∣ ∣ ( ) ( )
e m cE e e . 3e x t T t T r rtail tail tail i 2 ln 2 Ltail
2 2 2
tail
2w = w t- - - - -∣ ∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( )
Here, e-∣ ∣andme are the electron charge and restmass, c is the speed of light in vacuum,ωhead >ωtail, and ex,y
are unit polarization vectors. Throughout the paper, the spot size of the leading pulse isfixed at rhead=13.6 μm.
The frequency of the trailing pulse isfixed as well, so that its wavelength is always c2 0.805tail taill p w= = μm.
This yields the normalization constantm c e 4e tailw =∣ ∣ TVm–1.
The reference regime corresponds to a single transform-limited 70 TWpulse [10, 34]:
0, 3.27, 30Lhead tail  t= = = fs. The reference pulse depletes soon after electron dephasing, a strategy often
suggested tomaximize acceleration efficiency andmonochromatize e-beam via phase space rotation at the end
of the acceleration cycle [46]. Contrary to common expectations, this approach leads to copious dark current
and overall low beamquality [10, 34], a direct consequence of the dynamics associatedwith red-shifting (and
hence catastrophic self-compression) of the pulse as it approaches depletion [34, 50, 63]. This can be avoided by
tailoring the laser pulse phase. To achievemeaningful control, however, the pulse bandwidthmust be
comparable with the carrier frequency. Then, the nonlinear red-shift imparted by the plasmawakefield to the
pulse leading edgemay be compensated by the negative frequency chirp. The pulse thus remains uncompressed,
and acceleration almost dark-current-free through electron dephasing [9, 10, 50]. One practical way to
synthesize a negative step-wise chirp is by opticallymixing independent, transform-limited, narrow-bandwidth
blocks of the same or different energy, advancing the blue-shifted component in time byT ∼ τL [55]. This
incoherent stacking is expressed in equations (1)–(3). The frequency ratio ( 1head tailw wW = > ), the ratio of the
spot sizes (R=rhead/rtail), time delay (T > 0), and the energy partition are all-optical control knobs that permit
tuning e-beamparameters.
In section 3, we concentrate on the stackwith an optimal delayT that permits about 80% electron energy
boost compared to the prediction of the standard scaling [55]. By focusing the stack components differently (i.e.
having R 1¹ ), it appears possible to either keep the beamQME (forR³ 1), or to generate a train of brightQME
bunches of different energies (forR<1) [11]. In the latter case, TS produces a train of spectrally distinct, narrow
bandwidth γ-ray pulses. In section 4, we carry outmulti-parametric scans (varying all parameters exceptR= 1),
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demonstrating optical control over the production of a single high-brightness e-bunch, to drive a narrow-
bandwidth γ-ray pulse via TS.
To simulate TS [7], we extractNbmacroparticles from the first and second buckets of thewake, sampling the
six-dimensional (6D) phase space of the e-beam.Using these initial conditions, electrons are propagated in free
space by solving the relativistic equations ofmotion. In the absence of a laser field, their trajectories are ballistic.
The e-beam collides head-onwith the ILP, which is linearly polarized in the x-direction and specified analytically
in the paraxial approximation. The ILP has a 0.8 μmcarrier wavelength (photon energy Eint=1.5 eV), 250 fs
duration corresponding to 0.3%FWHMbandwidth in spectral intensity, and 16.8 μmwaist size (Rayleigh
length 1.1mm). The timing between the e-beam and the ILP is chosen so that the centroid of the beam and the
peak of the ILP intensity arrive at the ILP focal plane simultaneously. Since in all regimes under consideration the
e-beams appear to be relativistic and low-density, n 10e e
3 16gá ñ-  cm−3, space charge forces are neglected
[2, 3]. Radiation damping is also neglected, as the energy emitted by an electron passing through the ILP is small
compared to the energy of the electron. As the ILP is shorter than 7%of its Rayleigh length and the e-beam spot
size is in the sub-micron range, the interaction occurs in nearly plane-wave geometry. To avoid broadening the
TS spectra [4, 5, 43], a linear interaction regime is chosen, with the ILP normalized vector potential aint=0.1
(hence the ILP energy 25.5mJ). Once the orbits of individual electrons are obtained, taking aweighted average
over the ensemble yields themean energy density radiated per unit frequencyω and solid angleΩ per electron
[64]:
I e
c
w w tn n
d
d d 4
e d .e
i
N
i
i
N
i i
t t cn r
2 2 2
2
1
1
1
i
2
i
b b òå å bw wpW = ´ ´ w=
-
= -¥
¥ -⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
( · ( ) )
Here,wi is themacroparticle weight,n is the unit observation vector, and ri and cvi ib = are the radius vector
and normalized velocity of the electron, respectively. The total energy radiated by the beamwith a chargeQ is
I Q e Id d d d d de2 tot 2w wW = W( ∣ ∣) . In all cases except figure 3, we show the TS spectra for the emission in the
polarization plane of ILP, in the direction of e-beampropagation (i.e. on-axis observation).
3.Generating trains of e-bunches and comb-likeγ-ray beams
3.1. Parameters of case studies
We start with a stack of equal-energy (0.7 J), same-duration (τL=20 fs) pulses withmatched spots,R=1;
hence 2.31head tail = = . A frequency ratioΩ=1.5 and delayT=3τL/4=15 fs, corresponding to the case
S-A2 of [55], are optimal forQMEe-beamproduction. Propagating the stack in a preformed plasma channel
induces periodic focusing in its tail [9]. Resulting variations in the bubble size cause periodic self-injection and
production of a sequence ofQMEe-bunches in a single shot [55]. Here, we achieve the same effect in the
uniformplasma, by focusing the stack components differently. To examine the trend, we define the following
five cases:
• Stack A1: R 2 , 3.27;1 2 tail= =
• Stack A2:R=1 (S-A2 equivalent [55]);
• Stack A3: R 3 2 , 2.83;1 2 tail= =-( )
• Stack A4: R 2 , 1.63;1 2 tail= =-
• Stack A5: R 3 , 1.331 2 tail= =- .
Section 3.2 shows that strong focusing in the tail (case A1) preservesQMEacceleration.Weak focusing, on the
other hand, induces periodic focusing in the tail, producing trains of two (A2) or three e-bunches (A4, A5).
Section 3.3 highlights the dynamics of bunch train production in the case A4. The entire trend is exposed in
section 3.4, wherewe show that trains of e-bunches are perfectly suited to generate, in a controllable fashion,
multi-color trains of TS γ-ray pulses. Statistics ofQME e-beams at dephasing and corresponding partial TS γ-
ray signals are presented in tables 1 and 2.
3.2. Stackwith over-focused tail (A1) steadily self-guides, driving single e-bunch
In case A1, expansion and stabilization of the bubble between z=0.76 and 1.52 mm, as seen infigures 1(a) and
(c), creates theQMEe-bunch. By dephasing (zdeph=3.11mm), this bunch receives a 75%boost in energy
compared to the reference case (see figure 2(a)), while absorbing 5.2%of the laser energy. According to test
particle simulations carried outwithWAKE [65], beam loading [66] reduces electron energy by 25% in the
reference case, andmerely by a few percent in case A1. The observed energy boost is thus explained almost
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entirely by the changes in quasistatic bubble dynamics brought forth by changes in the dynamics of optical
driver. From z=1.67 mm (gray infigure 2(a)) through dephasing (black infigure 2(a)), the slowly expanding
bubble injects 250 pC; this is only 15%of the tail charge in the reference case. Collection phase space
(longitudinalmomenta of electrons crossing the plane z=zdeph shown against their initial positions in
figure 1(c)) and collection volume (initial radial positions versus initial longitudinal positions,figure 1(d))
corroborate this interpretation. At dephasing, the average flux in the tail is below 30%of the peak value of
dN/dE in theQME component. At the same time, the divergence of low-energy electrons is a factor 3 higher,
on average. This keeps emission of low-energy photons in the beampropagation direction at a fairly low level
(gray infigure 3(b)). As a result, figure 2(b) showsminimal degradation of the γ-ray signal as itsmean energy
increases from5MeV to 15MeV.
The entryA1 in table 1 shows e-bunch statistics at dephasing (black infigure 3(a)). The extremely high5D
brightness of this 80kAbunch, B I2 7 10n
N 2 16pe= á ñ » ´^ -( ) Am–2 [56], ismost promising for aTS light
source [57].Here, I Q sá ñ = t is themean current;Q is the charge;στ is the root-mean-squarebunch length; and
2N x
N
y
N1 2 2 2 1 2e e e= +^ - [( ) ( ) ] , with m c p p r r p r r piN e i i i i i i i i1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2e = á ñ - á ñ á ñ - á ñ - á ñ - á ñá ñ-( ) [( )( ) ( ) ] ,
is theRMSnormalized transverse emittance. In the absence of numericalCherenkov radiation, Ne^ increases by
10%as electrons reachdephasing. Thus anydegradationof theTSγ-ray signal observed in the simulationsmust
be attributed to thephysical causes rather than tonumerical artifacts. TheRMSdivergenceof the bunchA1, even at
dephasing, remains quite high, 1.6 mrad 2.75 e
1s g» » á ña - , where 2 x y1 2 2 2 1 2s s a s a= +a - ( ( ) ( )) , and
p p pi z i i
1 2 2 1 2s a = á ñ á ñ - á ñ-( ) ( ) .Weak collimationof electrons, combinedwith their 4%energy spread, directly
affects both collimation and energy spreadof TSγ-rays.
Table 1. Statistics ofQME e-bunches at dephasing in cases A1–A5 (only electrons from thefirst bucket are
included). In the reference case, electrons are selected from the energy interval between 400 and 625 MeV, so that
the high-energy tail is not included.Q is the charge; Eá ñ is themean energy;σE is the energy variance; στ is the RMS
length;σα is the RMSdivergence; ε⊥
N is the RMSnormalized transverse emittance;Bn is the 5Dbrightness;W is the
total energy of the bunch.
Parameter Q Eá ñ σE στ σα ε⊥N Bn W
Units pC MeV MeV fs mrad mmmrad 1017 A m–2 mJ
Reference 275.0 505.0 45.0 3.40 1.95 0.50 0.66 138.9
A1 83.4 873.2 35.2 1.08 1.61 0.48 0.68 72.8
A2 73.1 882.0 28.7 0.85 1.35 0.40 1.09 64.5
A3 (I) 69.7 868.7 21.8 0.78 1.35 0.40 1.12 60.5
A3 (II) 43.5 591.5 26.5 1.06 1.91 0.41 0.50 25.7
A4 (I) 57.7 873.0 21.3 0.74 1.45 0.41 0.96 50.4
A4 (II) 29.5 583.3 18.5 0.96 1.70 0.38 0.44 17.2
A4 (III) 64.2 383.2 54.5 2.41 3.44 0.72 0.11 24.6
A5 (I) 27.4 914.0 40.3 0.61 1.10 0.40 0.59 25.0
A5 (II) 18.8 574.7 17.6 0.78 1.80 0.38 0.33 10.8
A5 (III) 24.5 362.0 25.9 1.66 3.40 0.63 0.08 8.9
Table 2. Statistics of γ-rays emitted by the bunches with parameters from table 1. Corresponding
energy spectra are depicted in black (I), gray (II), and light gray (III) infigures 7(a.2)–(e.2). Ephá ñ
is themean energy;σE is the energy variance;Nph andW N Eph ph ph= á ñare the number of
photons and energy radiated into the observation solid angle 2 eph
2p gDW = á ñ-( ) in the
direction of e-beampropagation.
Parameter Ephá ñ (MeV) σE (MeV) ΔΩph (μsr) Nph (×106) Wph (μJ)
Reference 5.61 1.06 1.61 4.81 4.32
A1 15.4 2.91 0.54 1.71 4.21
A2 16.0 2.51 0.53 1.56 4.00
A3 (I) 15.8 2.33 0.54 1.63 4.11
A3 (II) 7.15 1.31 1.17 0.73 0.83
A4 (I) 15.8 2.48 0.54 1.25 3.14
A4 (II) 7.26 1.07 1.21 0.62 0.72
A4 (III) 2.78 0.54 2.80 0.91 0.41
A5 (I) 17.3 2.55 0.49 0.49 1.36
A5 (II) 7.06 1.08 1.24 0.38 0.43
A5 (III) 2.80 0.55 3.13 0.38 0.17
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The collimation of high-energy γ-photons, as well as the number of photons in the observation cone, are
importantmetrics for applications. To evaluate the reduction in photon energy and fluxwith an increase in the
observation angle (viz. to estimate the effective apex angle of the photon emission cone), we select the
macroparticlesmaking up theQME e-bunch, as shown infigure 3(a), and carry out the TS simulationwith these
initial conditions. The results are displayed infigures 3(b)–(d); black curves show the photonflux per unit solid
Figure 1.Kinetics of self-injection leading to generation ofQME (case A1, gray) and comb-like e-beams (case A4, black). (a)The
length of accelerating phase on axis (roughly, half-length of the bubble) and (b) the charge of electrons with energy above 50 MeV
versus propagation distance. The charge accumulates in the bubble only during intervals of its expansion. This is corroborated by the
display of (c) collection phase space (final longitudinalmomenta of electrons versus their initial positions; the ellipse encircles particles
accelerated in the second bucket) and (d) collection volume (initial radial positions versus initial longitudinal positions).
Corresponding energy spectra are shown in the sub-panels (c.1), (c.2). Periodic focusing in the tail of stackA4 forces oscillation in the
bubble size (seen in (a)). Hence the periodic injection and formation of the electron energy comb (panel (c.2)).
Figure 2.The stackA1 (over-focused tail) generates aQME e-bunch; the bunch drives a low-backgroundTS γ-ray signal. (a)Electron
energy spectra are shownprior to dephasing (z=1.67 mm, gray) and at dephasing (zdeph=3.11 mm, black). Thin light gray curve
shows the spectrum at dephasing in the reference case (zdeph=2.11mm). Corresponding TS γ-ray spectra are shown in panel (b).
Stacking suppresses low-energy background in both electron and γ-ray signal. Electrons receive 75% energy boost against the
reference case, while themean energy of γ-rays triples.
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angle, in the direction of e-beampropagation (on-axis observation, θ=0, where the detection angle is
measured from the direction of e-beampropagation). TheQMEphoton signal is centered at E 15.4 MeVphá ñ » ,
and has a 19%RMS energy spread. The other curves infigures 3(c) and (d) correspond to scattering under a
gradually increasing angle: 2 ,e e
1 2 1 1q g g= á ñ á ñ- - - , andσα. From spectra infigures 3(c) and (d), themean
photon energy drops only by 25%as θ increases from zero to e
1gá ñ- , which agrees with semi-analytic estimates of
appendix A. Conversely, the photon flux drops rather sharply. To a good approximation, there are virtually no
photonswith the energies above 10MeVoutside the observation cone of apex angle 2 2 e
1q g= á ñ- . Thus, to
estimate the number ofQMEhigh-energy photons scattered in the direction of e-beampropagation, we
conservatively choose the observation solid angle 2 eph
2p gDW = á ñ-( ) , i.e. the solid angle of the conewith an
apex angle 2 2 e1
1q g= á ñ- (≈2×0.415mrad in case A1), take the photon flux corresponding to the direct
backscattering (θ=0), integrate it over the energy, andmultiply the result byΔΩph. As theQME e-bunch
accelerates through dephasing, we extract its phase space at different locations in the plasma, and use this in the
TS simulations, tracking statistics of theQME γ-ray signal (the statistics at the dephasing pointmakes the entry
A1 in table 2). This yields an interesting observation: the average energy of theQMEphoton signal A1may be
varied from5 to 15MeVwithout losing photons in the observation cone, keepingNph≈1.7(±0.05)×10
6.
This is a direct consequence of the e-bunch emittance preservation.
Figures 3(c) and (d) suggest noticeable asymmetry of the photon beam,with a larger divergence in the y-
direction (orthogonal to the ILP polarization). Thismay be explained by the fact that the e-beam is not quite
symmetric, with about 30% smaller divergence in the x-direction (σx(α)=1.4mrad andσy(α)=1.8mrad),
resulting inflattening of the TS γ-ray pulse.
Figure 4 reveals the source of considerable energy spread in a typical TS γ-ray pulse.We take theQME
e-bunch at dephasing (the region of phase space depictedwith blackmarkers infigure 3(a)), and plot the energy
spectrumof TS photons emitted by the bunch using the complete 6Dphase space (the same as infigure 3(b)).
It appears that the 19% spread in γ-ray energy (see entry A1 in table 2) is imparted almost entirely by the 4%
energy spread in the e-bunch. This is proven in a pair of test TS simulationswith artificially reduced electron
phase space. First, p p m c1705z z e= á ñ = is assigned to all electrons, while px and py are unchanged. This
preservesmrad-scale divergence of the bunch, with near-zero energy spread. In the second case, the transverse
momenta are set to zero, while pz is unchanged, preserving the energy spreadwith zero divergence. Thefirst
case yields amonoenergetic TS signal (sub-percent energy spread), plotted in black infigure 4(a), centered at
E E4 eph
2
intg» á ñ . Conversely, the photon signal from the second case (black infigure 4(b)) retains a 13% energy
spread.
Figure 3.Case A1:QME e-bunch extracted at dephasing emits well collimatedTS γ-photons. (a) Longitudinal phase space of the
bunch; inset: energy spectrum in units 107MeV−1. (b) Spectrumof γ-rays emitted in the direction of e-beampropagation (same units
as in (c) and (d)). QME components of electron and γ-ray beams are depicted in black. (c), (d) Spectrumof γ-rays emitted by theQME
e-bunch (c) in the polarization plane of the ILP (f=0) and (d) in the orthogonal plane (f=π/2). The signal is detected in the
direction of e-beampropagation (θ=0, black, same as in (b)), and at angles 2 0.415e1
1 2 1q g= á ñ »- - mrad (gray), e2 1q g= á ñ- (light
gray), θ3=σα≈1.61mrad (red). There are virtually no high-energy photons (Eph>10MeV) outside the observation conewith the
apex angle 2θ2.
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3.3. Stackwithweakly focused tail (A4): creating a train of e-bunches
The stackwith an over-focused tailmaintains a single, high-brightnessQMEe-bunch through dephasing. Yet
the residual low-energy tail—the region of phase space plottedwith graymarkers infigure 3(a)—contains
approximately 300 pC,which is 3.5 times the charge of theQMEbunch. Tomake this considerable charge
useful, wemay enforce phase space bunching of the low-energy electrons, transforming the continuous
background into a set of compactQMEbunches of high brightness, with femtosecond-scale synchronization, as
seen infigure 6(a). It appears thatweak focusing of the stack tail results in periodic self-focusing of the tail.
Ensuing oscillation in the bubble size, seen infigure 1(a), generates a pair ofQMEbunches, labeled I and II in
figure 6(a). Evolution of their energy spectra through dephasing is shown in figures 5(a) and (b). Figure 1(c)
indicates that charge accumulates without interruption after z=2.2 mm. Yet, the brief stabilization of the
bubble around z=2.5 mmmonochromatizes the group of earlier injected particles, adding a thirdQME
component to the energy comb, beam III infigure 6(a). By dephasing, the tri-color e-beam absorbs 6.5%of the
laser energy. Entries A4(I)–A4(III) in table 1 show statistics of e-bunches at dephasing (zdeph≈3. 2 mm, see
figure 6(a)). The bunches accelerated in the first wake bucket have a fairly high current, (I) 77 kA, (II) 31 kA, (III)
27 kA, which translates into their 1016–1017 A m–2 brightness. The bunch from the second bucket has amodest
current (3.8 kA) and low brightness (3× 1015 A m–2). Its contribution to the TS signal is thus negligible.
Figure 4.Case A1: energy spread of TS γ-photons emitted by theQME e-bunch (same bunch as infigure 3) is determined by the
energy spread in the bunch. Gray: the spectrumof TS photons emitted by electronswith the complete phase space (same as black in
figures 3(b)–(d)). Black: simulations with the reduced phase space of electrons, with (a) zero dispersion of longitudinalmomentum
(viz. almost vanishing energy spread) and (b) zero dispersion of transversemomentum (zero divergence).
Figure 5.Generating bi-color electron and γ-ray beams using a stacked driver with aweakly focused tail (A4). Energy spectra of
e-beams are shown at (a) z=1.59 mmand (b) z=2.63 mm; spectra of corresponding TS γ-ray signals are shown in panels (c) and
(d). Gray: the electron and photon spectra in the reference case at dephasing (same as infigure 2).
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To calculate the spectrumof γ-rays radiated by a selectedQME e-bunch into the observation solid angle
2 eph
2p gDW = á ñ-( ) , in the bunch propagation direction, we split the electron phase space into groups of
macroparticles corresponding to the distinctQME features, as shown infigure 6(a), and apply the procedure
described in section 2 to each group. The sumof these partial spectra yields the total photon spectra, such as
displayed infigures 5(c) and (d). These spectra consist of a single- and a bi-color signals with virtually no
background. Energy spectra of partial γ-ray signals, from a tri-color e-beamnear dephasing, shown in
figure 6(b), reveal virtually no overlap. Their statisticsmakes entries A4(I)–A4(III) in table 2. Aweak low-energy
energy tail in the e-beam (E<300MeV, red infigure 6(a))makes a barely noticeable addition to the TS
spectrum (red infigure 6(b)). From table 2, the photon energy bands have a 15%–20%RMS energy spread. As
the divergence of e-bunches is large, 1eg sá ñ >a , integrating the partial photon spectrumover energy and
multiplying the result byΔΩph corresponding to the band yields the total number of photons in the band, in the
μsr-scale observation angle. From table 2, this number is of the order of 106, which is comparable to the
experimental findings with 100MeV scale e-beams, 3×(105–107) [39, 41, 42]. Yet, our highest-energy photons
reach 15MeVwhile preserving a 15% energy spread andmicrosteradian divergence, which is strikingly better
than 50%–100% spread andmilli-steradian divergence reported for the sub-MeVphotons [39, 41, 42].
3.4. Trains of e-bunches emit spectrally resolved combs ofγ-ray beams
Weak focusing of the stack tail sets in periodic focusing that alters the kinetics of self-injection, creating
additionalQMEbunches. The trend of converting the electron energy tail into a pair of high-brightness
beamlets, capable of producing narrow-band,multi-MeVTSphoton signals, is displayed infigure 7.
Figures 7(a.1)–(e.1)permit a few important observations. First, by changing the focusing dynamics of the
stack tail, we do not affect electron energy gain. As the electron dephasing is defined by the evolution of the stack
head (which remains unchanged), the dephasing is achieved around zdeph=3. 13±0.05 mm in all cases, while
themean energy of the leading bunch remains 890±25MeV. The data in table 1 show that the phase space of
the highest-energy e-bunch (I) becomesmore compact: in case A4, the energy spread drops from4% to 2.5%,
length by 30% (with a proportional reduction in charge), and emittance by 20% compared to the case A1; hence
the increase in 5Dbrightness to almost 1017 A m–2. Yet the spectrumof high-energy γ-photons is only
marginally affected (see entries labeled (I) in table 2): the energy spread drops from19% to 15%, themean energy
staying at 15.6±0.2 MeV. Secondly, replacing the continuous backgroundwith a pair of synchronized, fs-
length, high-brightness e-bunches completely changes the character of photon emission in the sub-10MeV
range. These bunches, labeled (II) and (III) in table 1, drive TS γ-ray signals containing (0.4–0.9)×106 photons
with 3–7MeVmean energy; their spectra are displayed infigures 7(c.2)–(e.2).When the stack tail focusing is the
weakest (case A5), electron injection becomes inefficient. This is clear in comparing figures 7(d.1) and (e.1). Even
though the photon energy bands infigure 7(e.2) are themost distinct, the reduction in charge of the driving
e-beam causes a sharp drop in the photon flux (almost by a factor 2.5 against the case A4). Thus, exceedingly
weak focusing in the tail is to be avoided.
4.Optically controlled quasi-monochromatic TSγ-ray pulses
The stacked pulse-driven LPApermits considerable freedom in production of narrow bandwidth γ-ray pulses.
We demonstrate this versatility by varying the frequency ratioΩ (from1.25 to 2) and time delayT (from0 to
Figure 6.Photon energy comb emitted by a train of e-bunches. (a) Longitudinal phase space and energy spectrum (inset) of the bunch
train accelerated through dephasingwith the stack A4 (z ≈ 3.2mm). (b)TheTS γ-ray signal, split into partial signals from theQME
bunches (I)–(III). Red: residual energy tail in electron and photon beams.
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15 fs) in the stack A2,maintaining spot sizematching (R = 1) and energy equipartition. Stacks with fully
overlapped (T = 0) and delayed components (T = 15 fs) are considered in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Appendices B
andCdeal with uneven energy partition in the stack.
4.1. Full overlap of stack components preservesQMEacceleration; frequency ratioΩ controls theflux in
electron andγ-ray beams
The situationwithT=0 differs from the earlier explored regimes [55]. An incoherentmix in the fashion of [67]
is not a pulsewith a negative step-wise chirp. However, presence of the undelayed Ehead, resilient to self-
compression, sufficiently protects the stack fromdegradation (see figure 8). By changingΩ, one can control the
flux dN/dE in theQME e-bunch and, hence, the TS photon yield. To explore the limits of this control, wemake a
comparative study of three cases:
• Stack B1:T=0,R=1,Ω=1.25;
• Stack B2:T=0,R=1,Ω=1.5;
• Stack B3:T=0,R=1,Ω=2.
Figure 8 demonstrates that increasingΩ from1.25 to 2 noticeably changes the dynamics of stack degradation. As
the components of stacks B1 andB3 plow through the plasma, they both ride on the down-slope of the nonlinear
index (such as depicted, e.g. infigure 2 of [10] orfigure 7 of [50]); hence a noticeable overall compression of the
stack. Fromfigures 8(c) and (d), this compression should be attributed to the degradation of the red component,
Etail, which red-shifts and compresses to nearly a cycle-long duration. Conversely, asΩ increases, the blue-
shifted component becomesmore resilient. Figure 8(c) shows that the gently blue-shifted Ehead of stack B1 is not
immune to red-shifting, revealing noticeable compression at the point of electron dephasing. Figure 8(c) also
shows that the stack components stay together, accumulatingmerely a 1.5-cycle delay due to the difference in
their group velocities. As the slippage is so small, longitudinal breakup of the stack does not occur, and the stack
length remains close to three optical cycles. The stack B3 degrades in amarkedly different fashion. From
figure 8(d), the second-harmonic Ehead experiences virtually no erosion, while outrunning the fully compressed
first-harmonic Etail; the stack starts breaking up. In view of this unfavorable tendency, further increase inΩ is not
advisable.
Electron energy spectra at dephasing, with corresponding TS γ-ray signals, are presented infigure 9.
Statistics of theQMEe-bunches (table 3) and of TS γ-ray pulses (table 4) show the trends in electron and
Figure 7.Controlling spectral content of e-beam: from a single e-bunch to the tri-color energy comb. Panels correspond to cases (a)
A1, (b)A2, (c)A3, (d)A4, and (e)A5. Left column: electron energy spectra at dephasing. Right column: spectra of TS γ-ray signals
from individualQME e-bunches. The spectrumof photons emitted by electrons from the energy tail is depictedwith a thin red line.
Statistics ofQMEelectron and γ-ray beams are presented in tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 8.Degradation of the stackwith fully overlapped components. The pulses propagate to the right; z= ct is the centroid of the
stack in vacuum. Electricfield (in units of m c ee tailw ∣ ∣) is shown on axis. Black: Etail; light gray: Ehead (in the simulation,Etail⊥Ehead);
dashed curve: E E E2 tail
2
tail
2á ñ = á ñ + á ñ^ , where á ñ denotes averaging over an optical cycle. Panels (a), (c) correspond to the case B1
(Ω=1.25), and (b), (d) to the case B3 (Ω=2). The stack is shown (a), (b) at z=0, and (c), (d) at z=2.08 mm,which is slightly past
the point of electron dephasing in the case B1. Presence of the blue-shifted component Ehead (light gray) prevents self-compression of
the stack into a single-cycle optical shock. The stack B3, with a second-harmonic Ehead, shows a tendency to longitudinal breakup
(panel (d)).
Figure 9. Stackswith fully overlapped components generateQME e-bunches, which, in turn, drive narrow-bandwidth TS γ-ray
pulses. Energy spectra of e-beams are shown at dephasing: (a)B1, zdeph ≈ 2.03 mm, (b)B2, zdeph ≈ 2.15 mm, and (c)B3, zdeph ≈
2.47 mm. The flux in theQME electron signal is boosted compared to the reference signal (light gray in panel (a)), while the
background is suppressed. The same tendency holds for the TS γ-rays (energy spectra shownpanels (d)–(f)). TheQMEphoton signal
(black in panels (d), (e)) ismarkedly enhanced, while the low-energy tail (gray) is suppressed. Statistics of electron and γ-ray beams are
presented in tables 3 and 4.
Table 3. Statistics ofQME e-bunches from figures 9(a)–(c). For the sake of convenience, the data on the reference
case from table 1 are included.
Parameter Q Eá ñ σE στ σα Ne^ Bn W
Units pC MeV MeV fs mrad mmmrad 1017 A m–2 mJ
Reference 275.0 505.0 45.0 3.40 1.95 0.50 0.66 138.9
B1 392.7 469.8 23.7 4.53 2.90 0.73 0.33 184.5
B2 288.8 524.8 26.3 3.79 2.75 0.64 0.38 151.5
B3 217.0 540.6 25.2 2.93 2.87 0.83 0.22 117.3
Table 4. Statistics of γ-rays emitted by the bunches with parameters from table 3.
Parameter Ephá ñ (MeV) σE (MeV) ΔΩph (μsr) Nph (×106) Wph (μJ)
Reference 5.61 1.06 1.61 4.81 4.32
B1 4.56 0.89 1.86 6.72 4.91
B2 5.67 0.97 1.49 5.08 4.61
B3 5.92 1.43 1.40 3.08 2.92
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radiation beamproduction brought about by variation inΩ. Avoiding the buildup of a single-cycle optical shock
suppresses continuous injection, while the flux dN/dE in theQME e-bunch receives a considerable boost
against the reference case (see figures 9(a)–(c)). Hence themassive increase in the TS photon yield, from
comparison ofNph for cases A, table 2, and B, table 4.
Deformation of a stackwith fully overlapped components, the process that defines the dephasing length
[46, 63], is dominated by rapid self-compression of the least resilient stack component, Etail. In effect,Etail self-
compresses (and hence, the stack self-compresses) at the same rate as the drive pulse in the reference scenario
[10, 34, 50]. Not surprisingly, asΩ increases from1.25 to 2, the dephasing length extends bymerely 20%, staying
close to the dephasing length of the reference case. As a result, the boost in electron and photon energy remains
on the samemodest scale (see tables 3 and 4).Ehead of the stack B1, with itsmodest frequency shift, is not the
most efficient protection against the dark current. The energy tail depicted in gray infigure 9(a) contains 880 pC
charge, nearly 60%of the tail charge in the reference case. Yet the charge in theQME signal goes up by 50%, and
the energy spread drops by half. According to the entry B1 in table 3, this regime is themost energy-efficient
among all cases considered in this paper, with 13%of laser energy transferred to theQME e-bunch. The
resulting TS γ-rayflux doubles compared to the reference, with a 40% increase in the number of photons.
Early dephasing in case B1 keeps electron energy slightly below the reference level. IncreasingΩ pushes
electron energy slightly above this level, while virtually eliminating the background. Comparison between
figures 9(a) and (b) shows that, in case B2 (Ω=1.5), the charge in the tail drops by a factor 2.5 against the case B1
(Ω=1.25), while the charge inQME component is reduced bymerely 25%.Consequently, per figure 9(e),
emission of the low-energy γ-ray photons is suppressed, while theQME signal, containing roughly 5×106
photonswithEph>4MeV, is not compromised.
AsΩ increases further (case B3), the stack tends to break up. The low-energy electron background stays
unchanged (see figure 9(c)), while theQMEelectron signal fades away, loosing 45%of charge against the case B1,
also showing emittance degradation. Further reduction of the low-energy photonflux does not occur, while the
QME γ-ray signal, depicted in black infigure 9(f), drops nearly three-fold compared to case B1, barely showing
above background. Appendix B shows that reducing the energy in the second-harmonic Ehead improves the
e-beam, restoring the γ-ray signal.
4.2. Increasing delay between stack components boosts electron energy
Anatural way to control dephasing and, hence, electron energy gain, is to avoid self-compression ofEtail, by
shifting it deeper into the bubble, away from the longitudinal index gradient in the front of the bubble. In this
way, the rigid head of the stack plows through the plasma, driving thewake; and the soft tail controls the bubble
radius (thus determining kinetics of self-injection). The advanced in time, blue-shifted Ehead plays the role of a
‘hard hat’ placed on top of the vulnerable red-shifted tail [55]. IncreasingΩmakes this hard hatmore resilient to
self-compression.We explore this emerging control option by taking the cases B1–B3 and advancing Ehead by
T=15 fs (same as in section 3). This defines the three new cases:
• StackC1:T=15 fs,R=1,Ω=1.25;
• StackC2:T=15 fs,R=1,Ω=1.5;
• StackC3:T=15 fs,R=1,Ω=2.
Figure 10 demonstrates that the nonzero delay increases resilience of the stack to self-compression. The
blue-shifted componentEhead of the stacks B2 andC2 (bothwithΩ=1.5) is almost immune to the red-shift; no
sign of its temporal compression is seen in either figure 10(c) or (d). The evolution ofEtail turns out to be entirely
different. In the case B2, this component rides on the down-slope of the nonlinear index. Figure 10(c) shows that
it self-compresses to a cycle-long duration at the same rate as the drive pulse in the reference scenario. In
consequence, electrons dephase over the same distance as in the reference case, with virtually no difference in
either energy or charge (see entries ‘Reference’ andB2 in table 3). Conversely, in the caseC2, Etail travels inside
the evacuated bubble, and thus remains intact (see figure 10(d)). As a result, the stackC2 shrinks very slowly,
increasing the dephasing length by 70%against the case B2. The resulting 70%boost in energy can be seen in
comparison offigures 9(b) and 11(b). QME e-bunch statistics provided by the entries B2 in table 3 andC2(D) in
table 5 reveal a tradeoff between energy gain, charge, and brightness. In the case C2, the increase in energy comes
at the expense of a reduction in charge (by a factor 4). This reduction, however, is a consequence of e-bunch
shortening, from3.8 to 0.85 fs. Advancing Ehead in timemerely clips the bunch, almost preserving themean
current (76 and 85 kA in bunches B2 andC2, respectively). Themuch quieter self-injection in case C2 reduces ε⊥
N
by a factor 1.6 compared to the case B2, raising the brightness to 1.1×1017 A m–2. The entries C2 andC2(D) in
table 5 also indicate that Ne^ is preserved to the third digit as electrons accelerate through dephasing. From the
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entries C2 andC2(D) in table 6, tuning the γ-ray energy between 4 and 16MeV, by extracting the e-bunch before
dephasing, conserves the number of photons in the observation conewith the same extraordinary precision. The
entries B2 in table 4 andC2(D) in table 6 show that the γ-ray pulse energy content is almost the same, 4.6 and
4.0 μJ, respectively. Hence, even though the number of photons in the pulse C2 is only 30%ofNph in the pulse
B2, the power andmean photon energy in the pulse C2 are remarkably higher (4.7GWagainst 1.2GWand
16MeV against 5.7MeV).
Figure 10.Time delay between stack componentsmakes the stackmore resilient to self-compression. Panels (a), (c) correspond to
stack B2 (fully overlapped components,Ω=1.5), and (b), (d) to stackC2 (the head advanced byT = 15 fs,Ω=1.5). The same
quantities are shown, and the same gray scale is used, as in figure 8. Stacks are shown (a), (b) at the plasma entrance and (c), (d) at
z=2.08 mm, same as infigure 8. Advancing Ehead in time protects Etail from self-compression, reducing compression of the stack as a
whole.
Figure 11.Progress through dephasing of e-beams acceleratedwith stacks C1–C3 (energy spectra in panels (a)–(c)) and evolution of
corresponding TS γ-ray signals (spectra in (d)–(f)). (a), (d)CaseC1,Ω=1.25: e-beam extracted at z≈1.55 mm (gray) and at
dephasing, zdeph≈2. 95 mm (black). (b), (e)CaseC2,Ω=1.5: z≈1.47 mm (gray) and zdeph≈3.07 mm (black). (c), (f)CaseC3,
Ω=2: z≈1.51 mm (gray) and zdeph≈2.91 mm (black). Introducing a 15 fs time delay between stack components boosts electron
and photon energy compared to cases with full overlap (see spectra infigure 9). IncreasingΩ from1.25 to 2marginally affects electron
energy gain, while reducing the charge in theQMEbunch and theflux in the γ-ray signal. Electron and γ-ray statistics are summed up
in tables 5 and 6.
Table 5. Statistics ofQME e-bunches fromfigures 11(a)–(c). The beams at dephasing are labeled (D).
Parameter Q Eá ñ σE στ σα ε⊥N Bn W
Units pC MeV MeV fs mrad mmmrad 1017 A m–2 mJ
C1 123.2 448.2 39.2 1.450 2.255 0.346 1.44 55.2
C2 73.13 443.0 31.7 0.845 2.155 0.388 1.16 32.4
C3 67.03 439.7 36.2 0.915 2.560 0.496 0.60 29.5
C1 (D) 123.2 788.5 41.7 1.455 1.200 0.338 1.50 97.1
C2 (D) 73.13 882.0 28.7 0.850 1.350 0.400 1.09 64.5
C3 (D) 67.03 774.2 26.9 0.900 1.785 0.680 0.33 51.9
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A comparison of electron spectra infigures 9 and 11 and data in tables 3 and 5 reveals that advancing the
stack head increases electron energy by 70% in cases C1 andC2, and by 40% in the less optimal case C3
compared to their respective counterparts B1–B3.However, as soon asT isfixed at 15 fs, electron energy
becomes almost insensitive toΩ, varying by≈10%asΩ grows from1.25 to 2, while the charge in the bunch
gradually drops (see entries C1(D)–C3(D) in table 5). The same trendwas observed earlier for the cases with zero
delay (section 4.1). This trend notwithstanding, the stacks C1 (Ω=1.25) andC2 (Ω=1.5) both generate ultra-
bright 85 kA e-bunches, emitting the TS γ-ray pulses with a power of 5.7 and 4.7GW,mean energy E 14phá ñ »
and 16MeV, respectively, and≈16% energy spread. Yet, the 4-fold reduction in the e-bunch charge in the case
C2 reduces the number of γ-photons by a factor 2.5. Similarly to the case of zero delay, the e-bunch emittance
and theTS signal degrade forΩ=2 (case C3). Indeed, e-beams accelerated through dephasing in cases C2 and
C3produce almost the same level of low-energy photon signal (Eph<10MeV infigures 11(e) and (f)), while the
usefulQMEpart of the C3 photon spectrum fades away.
4.3. All-optical control of quasi-monochromatic TSγ-ray sources: concluding remarks
Judicious variation of the stack components permits precise all-optical control of electron injection and
acceleration processes. Thereby, the phase space of theQMEe-bunchmay be tailored to achieve the desired
parameters of quasi-monochromatic γ-ray pulses. It is shown that theQME e-bunches, coming from the
stacked pulse-driven LPA, carry charge from70 to almost 400 pC; their duration (and hence duration of the TS
γ-ray pulses) ranges from0.85 to 4.5 fs, and the 5Dbrightness from≈2×1016 to 2×1017 A m–2. In all cases,
the low-energy background remains sufficiently suppressed, both in electron andTS γ-ray signals. Themain
trends in electron and photon beammanipulationmay be summed up as follows.
(i) As long as the time delay (T) and energy partition between the stack components are fixed and Ω1.25,
the electron energy gain is quite insensitive to the frequency ratio. The peak flux dN/dE in theQME
e-bunch, however, drops asΩ increases. Emittance and brightness of the bunch degrade asΩ→ 2, bringing
noticeable reduction in the quasi-monochromatic TS γ-ray signal.
(ii) Stacks with fully overlapped components boost the peak flux in the QME e-bunch most efficiently, while
keeping electron energy at the reference level (≈500MeV), and the 5Dbrightness at≈3×1016 A m–2. For
Ω1.5, the low-energy background is suppressed so remarkably as to keep the average flux of low-energy
photons under 15%of the peak flux, the quasi-monochromatic γ-ray signal containing≈6×106 photons
with E 5 MeVphá ñ » .
(iii) Advancing the blue-shifted stack component by T∼τL, while keepingΩ fixed, boosts electron energy. For
a stackwithΩ1.5, the electron energy increases, on average, from≈500 to≈850MeV, at the expense of
reduction in charge and peak flux in theQMEbunch. As no reduction in current occurs, whilemuch quieter
injection reduces the emittance, the 5Dbrightness of the bunch is pushed above 1017 A m–2. The resulting
5GW γ-ray pulses contain over 1.5×106 photons, with E 15 MeVphá ñ » and≈16% energy spread.
Point (i) permits a considerable technological flexibility in a practical realization of this concept. Frequency
shifting on themodest scale (Ω1.5) can be accomplishedwith a Raman cell, with subsequent conventional
chirped-pulse amplification [68–70]. Alternatively, energy-efficientmethods of frequency-doubling of the
primary pulsemay be applied. In the latter case, it is important to remember that, even though the resulting
e-bunch is not as good a driver of a quasi-monochromatic TS signal, this signal still has a quality far exceeding
that accessible in the reference scenario.
Perfect alignment of stack components is of paramount importance. Alignment of their propagation axes as
well asminimal radialmismatch of centroids is necessary to avoid transverse breakup of the driver and the
e-beam [71, 72] or the ‘wiggling’ of the bubble and the e-beam centroid [73]. Real-time optimizationmade
possible with a kHz-scale repetition rate [58, 59] is instrumental tomeeting this challenge.
Table 6. Statistics of γ-rays emitted by the bunches with parameters from table 5.
Parameter Ephá ñ (MeV) σE (MeV) ΔΩph (μsr) Nph (×106) Wph (μJ)
C1 4.42 0.92 2.04 2.85 2.02
C2 4.36 0.93 2.09 1.50 1.05
C3 3.61 0.96 2.12 0.98 0.57
C1 (D) 13.8 2.275 0.66 3.77 8.32
C2 (D) 16.0 2.506 0.53 1.56 4.00
C3 (D) 12.2 2.660 0.68 1.28 2.51
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Lastly, the parameters of our exploratory, proof-of-principle simulationswere not chosenwith any specific
experimental proposal inmind, even though sub-Joule energy, 20–30 fs drive pulses, as well as 2–3mm length
dense gas-jet targets are typical ofmost laboratories pursuing research in LPA-based light sources. The data on
the TS γ-ray yield, which is in the range of a few 106 quasi-monochromatic photons per shot,must be thus
regarded as a reference, aiming to learn the trends in the γ-ray pulse variations brought about by the changes in
optically controlled e-beamphase space. As soon as the trends aremade clear, there are a number of
technological options to bring the energy or the photon yield up, to satisfy the demands of applications. Increase
in the photon energy beyond the demonstrated 15MeVmay be accomplished by substantially increasing the ILP
frequency [44]. Additionally, using an order-of-magnitude longer (up to 2.5 ps) ILP of the same amplitude,
aint=0.1, should proportionally increase the photon yield, raising the photon number from a few 10
6 to a few
107 per shot. This would require quarter-Joule ILP energy, which is still below the LPAdrive pulse energy, and
thus should not precludematching the repetition rates of the LPA and the ILP. The half-length of the 2.5 ps ILP is
one-third of its Rayleigh length, sufficient to preserve the almost planar-wave character of the ILP as it interacts
with the e-bunch. A very limited energy in the LPAdrive pulse and the ILP permits increasing the repetition rate
of the γ-ray source towards hundreds ofHz. This can be affordedwith a kW-scale average power amplifier, a
hard yet practical task [74]. This increase in the repetition rate should further boost the photon yield by two to
three orders ofmagnitude. All in all, the proposed TS-based source, using a 10 TWscale, stacked pulse-driven
LPA, promises to generate over 109 quasi-monochromatic photons per second, with theirmean energy tunable
up to 15MeV (and beyond), a clear alternative to using one-per-hour repetition rate PW facilities [45]. It should
be noted that simulations, based on the data of recent detection experiment [21], indicate that the TS γ-ray flux
of 106 photons per second, with a 5%TS signal bandwidth and a 10 Hz repetition rate, is sufficient to identify a
nuclear resonance fluorescence peak from a 1 kg of highly enriched uraniumwithin 10min. Raising the
repetition rate by three orders ofmagnitude, evenwith the bandwidth up to a factor 4 higher, is thus promising
for the design of nondestructive inspection systems for special nuclearmaterials. Reduction in the photon
energy spread from the demonstrated 15%may be pursued through frequency chirping of the ILP [7]. Given the
genuine unconventional U-shape ofmomentum chirp in theQME e-bunch (see figures 3(a) and 6(a)), this topic
deserves special consideration and is left for future publications.
5. Summary and outlook
In a conventional LPA, electrons self-injected from the ambient plasma are accelerated in the plasmawake
bucket—a cavity of electron densitymaintained by the radiation pressure of a single narrow-bandwidth laser
pulse. Deformations of the bucket, which carry on in a lock-stepwith the deformations of the optical driver,
determine the structure of the e-beamphase space.Optimizing the nonlinear evolution of the drive pulse,
through photon engineering, is a vital element of LPAdesign, offering new avenues to coherently control e-beam
phase space on the femtosecond scale.
Compact sources ofQME γ-photons, based on the TSmechanism, are highly sensitive to the quality and
phase space structure of the drivingGeV-scale e-beams. Reaching sufficient e-beambrightness and energy, while
maintaining amodest facility footprint and high repetition rate, is amajor challenge for a traditional LPA. The
first road block is the limit on electron energy imposed by dephasing, with unavoidable beam contamination
with a low-energy background, while the second is the low repetition rate of PW-scale lasers (which limits the
dosage, frustrating applications). Reducing the energy in the drive pulse to a sub-Joule levelmay alleviate the
latter, yet aggravating the former. Our simulations show that the resolution of this conflictmay be found in
synthesizing the LPAdrive pulse by incoherently stacking collinearly propagating 10 TW-scale pulses of
different wavelengths, with the blue-shifted pulse advanced in time [55]. This stacking emulates a step-wise
negative frequency chirp, with a frequency bandwidth sufficient to compensate the red-shift imparted by the
wake excitation. Unlike a single, transform-limited pulse, the stack is well protected fromdegradationwhile
driving the bubble in a dense plasma (n0∼1019 cm−3). This delays electron dephasing, almost doubling the
electron energy compared to the limits of accepted scalings, using nomanipulations of a fewmm length, flat gas
jet target. And, immunity of the stacked driver to self-compression keeps the low-energy electronflux somodest
as to almost avoid contamination of TS γ-ray pulsewith low-energy photons.
Simulation data presented here reveal remarkable versatility of the stacked pulse-driven LPA in all-optical
control over the e-bunch phase space. The frequency difference between the stack components controls the
electronflux dN/dE, thus controlling the photon yield, while the delay between the components controls the
energy gain. (Changing the energy partition in the stacked driver is another degree of freedom.)This way,
emission ofmore than 106 quasi-monochromatic photons per shot, affording kHz-scale repetition rate,
with themean energy tunable up to 15MeV (which is in the range of interest for nuclear photonics [8]), appears
to bewithin reach of existing laser technology.We further show that trains of synchronized, high-brightness
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GeV-scale e-bunches of different energiesmay be produced in a single shot. Generation of these unconventional
beams, inaccessible with standard acceleration techniques, is achieved byweak focusing of the trailing
component of the stack. Induced periodic focusing in the stack tail enforces oscillations in the bubble size,
similarly to the effect earlier observed in the plasma channels [9, 10, 55]. The resulting periodic injection
generates a background-free bunch train that emits up to 3×106 photons into aμsr-scale observation solid
angle. The photons are distributed among two or threewell resolved spectral bands, in the range 3–17MeV. By
selectively focusing e-bunches of different energies with highly chromaticmagnetic quadrupole lenses [75, 76]
before the collision point, one can further control the output of the TS source, selectively suppressing or
enhancing the brightness of different γ-ray beamlets. The naturalmutual synchronization of fs-length
e-bunches and γ-ray pulsesmay be an asset to nuclear pump-probe experiments.With a γ-ray beam spectrally
resolved, each beamletmay give a ‘movie frame’ on a femtosecond time scale to image ultrafast phenomena in a
densematter [22].
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AppendixA. Spectral properties of photons emitted by an e-beamwith large divergence
The geometry of TS froma single electron is presented infigure A1. The electron trajectory is defined by the
polar θe and azimuthalfe incidence angles, while the detector is placed along the line defined by the polar and
azimuthal angles θ andf. In the limit of small-angle scattering, θ ∼ θe=π , the photon energy is given by a
known formula [5]
E
E4
1 4 sin 2
. A.1e
e e e e
ph
2
int
2 2 2
g
g q q q q f f= + - + -(( ) (( ) )) ( )
Figure A1.Geometry of near-backward TS. The ILP (with awave vector kk ezILP ILP= - ) propagates in the negative zdirection.
Electron trajectory is characterized by polar θe and azimuthalfe incidence angles.When the observation and incidence polar angles θ
and θe are small, the highest photon energy corresponds to scattering along the incident electron trajectory (θ=θe,f=fe).
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If the detector is alignedwith the incident electron trajectory, θ=θe,f=fe, the photon energy has a global
maximum E E E4 eph ph
max 2
intg= = regardless of the incidence angles. Photons scattered under an angle θ in the
electron incidence plane,f=fe, have their energy reduced against Eph
max by a factor 1 e e
2 2 1g q q+ - -( ( ) ) .
The electron distribution in the transverse phase space (x, y, px, py) determines flux and energy of γ-photons
scattered at small angles. If the electronmomentumdistribution is independent of azimuthal angle, the energy
of photons emitted in the given directionmay be evaluated by averaging the spectrum (A.1) overj=f−fe:
E E
E1
d
1 1
. A.2
e e e e
ph
0
ph
ph
max
2 2 2 2òp j g q q g q qá ñ = = + - + +j
p
( ( ) )( ( ) )
( )
Dependence (A.2) is shown infigure A2. For the direct backscattering from an electron propagating along the z-
axis, θ=θe=0, equation (A.2) yields E Eph ph
max= . For scattering from electrons aligned along the conewith
an opening angle θe, as shown infigure A1, we have
E E 1 4 . A.3e e eph ph
max 2 2 1 2q q g qá ñ = = +j -( ) ( ) ( )
For 2.75 , 1705e e e
1q s g g= » =a - , andEint=1.5 eV, as in the case discussed in section 3.2, the estimate (A.3)
yields the reduction in themean energy of photons by a factor 0.18. This is consistent with themean energy of
simulated TS spectra infigures 3(c) and (d) (red curves).
If the beam isweakly collimated, so that e e
1q s g» a - , reduction in photon energy for the scattering under
small angles, e
1q g~ - , may be estimated, using (A.2), as
Figure A2.Average energy of photons (A.2) scattered from electrons incident at an angle θe=0 (black), 2 e
1 2 1g- - (dark gray), and e 1g-
(gray). Photon energy remains almost flat for θ < θe, and decays for e
1q g> - at a rate that is weakly sensitive to θe.
Figure A3.Normalized average energy of photons (A.5) versus detection angle. Averaging ismade over the azimuthal angle and over
the interval 0 2e e
1 q g- of electron incidence angles.Markers correspond to normalized photon energies averaged over the
distributions shown infigures 3(c) and (d). Difference between roundmarkers (scattering in the ILP polarization plane), and
diamonds (scattering in the orthogonal plane) are due to a slight asymmetry of electron distribution in the realistic simulation.
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If we set 2.75e e
1q s g= »a - , as in the case discussed in section 3.2, equation (A.4) gives
E E0.12 1 0.34 mradph ph
max 2q qá ñ » -j ( ) ( ( )). The estimates (A.3) and (A.4) thus indicate that, regardless of the
detection angle, electrons incident at an angle e e
1q s g~ a - do not contribute to the high-energy part of
photon spectrum.
Forweakly collimated beams, electrons fill the region of phase space corresponding to small incidence
angles, e e
1q g s~ a-  , almost uniformly. Hence, the reduction in photon energywith an increase in the
detection angle θmay be estimated by averaging the distribution (A.2) over θe, in the interval 0, 2 e
1g-[ ]:
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where the normalization factor corresponds to the direct backscattering. Changing the averaging interval weakly
affects Eph q˜ ( ) for 0 e 1q g< < - . Even though all our estimates implied the lack of correlation between the
electron energy and transversemomentum, also ignoring the fact thatmost electrons propagate off-axis, figure
A3 shows that the normalized average energy (A.5) agrees well with results offirst-principle simulations.
Appendix B. Stackwith fully overlappedfirst- and second-harmonic components:
reducing second-harmonic energy improves e-beam, restoring narrow-bandwidth TSγ-
ray signal
It was established in section 4.1 that the stack of fully overlapped, same-energy first- and second-harmonic
components (B3) breaks up before electron dephasing, generating an e-beam that performs poorly as a TS
driver. Reducing the second-harmonic energymitigates the effect of breakup. Fromfigures B1(a), (b) and table
B1, reducing the second-harmonic energy from0.7 J (case B3) to 0.35 J (case B3(1:2)) and, further, to 0.175 J (case
B3(1:4)) results in≈20% reduction in themean electron energy, while the energy spread stays below 5%, and the
emittance drops by≈20%.At the same time, the flux in the low-energy tail does not go up. Thus, addition of a
100 mJ-scale, second-harmonic component to a Joule-scalefirst-harmonic drive pulse savesQME e-beam from
degradation. Equally interesting, figures B1(c) and (d) show that the low-energy background in e-beams,
generatedwith stacks B3(1:2) andB3(1:4), makes less contamination of the TS γ-ray spectra than in the case B3.
Figure B1. Stackswith fully overlapped first- and second-harmonic components, with the second-harmonic energy reduced (a), (c) by
50% (case B3(1:2)), and (b), (d) by a factor 4 (case B3(1:4)), sustain quasi-monoenergetic electron acceleration. Low-energy background
in electron spectra at dephasing ((a) zdeph≈2.19 mm, (b) zdeph≈2.31mm) remains as weak as in the case of energy equipartition
(B3, gray), theQME components having higherflux and lower energy spread. In contrast to case B3 (light gray), QME γ-ray signals
become distinct against the background (black in (c), (d)). Electron and photon statistics are presented in tables B1 andB2.
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And, case B3(1:4) demonstrates a 50%boost in the peak photonflux. As theQME γ-ray signals becomemore
distinct against the background, their central energy drops from roughly 6 to 4MeV,while the photon yield
shown inTable B2 changes insignificantly.With this compromise inmind, a judicious choice of energy partition
between the stack componentsmarkedly improves generation ofQMEe-bunches,making them suitable drivers
of narrow-bandwidth TS γ-ray sources.
AppendixC. Stackwith reduced-energy head: increasing delay between head and tail
boosts electron energy
As discussed in section 4, increasing the time delay between the stack components increases the energy and
brightness of theQME e-bunches. Implementation of this scheme, however, is likely to be hampered by the
technical difficulty of generating sufficient frequency shift in the pulse, whilemaintaining Joule-scale energy and
high optical quality. To show that the acceleration process is exceptionally tolerant to energyfluctuations in the
stack components, wemodify the stacks S-A1–S-A3 of [55] by reducing the energy in their heads by a factor 2.25
(from0.7 to 0.311 J), so that 2 3 1.54head tail = =( ) . The three resulting stacks are as follows:
• Stack S-A1(4:9):Ω=1.5,R=1,T=10 fs;
• Stack S-A2(4:9):Ω=1.5,R=1,T=15 fs;
• Stack S-A3(4:9):Ω=1.5,R=1,T=20 fs.
FigureC1. Increasing time delay between the stack components boosts the energy of electrons (spectra in (a)–(c)) andTS γ-photons
(spectra in (d)–(f)). Electrons are acceleratedwith the stacks S-A1(4:9)–S-A3(4:9), havingΩ=1.5 and reduced energy in the head
component. (a), (d) S-A1(4:9): electrons are extracted at dephasing, zdeph≈2.31 mm (black); the reference case: zdeph≈2.11 mm
(light gray, same as infigure 2). (b), (e) S-A2(4:9): z≈1.63 mm (gray), zdeph≈2.43 mm (black). (c), (f) S-A3(4:9): z≈1.55 mm (gray),
zdeph≈2.67 mm (black). Electron and γ-ray statistics are shown in tables C1 andC2.Uneven energy partition in the stack does not
compromise low level of background in both electron andTS γ-ray signals.
Table B1. Statistics of QMEe-bunches fromfigures 9(c), B1(a) and (b).
Parameter Q Eá ñ σE στ σα Ne^ Bn W
Units pC MeV MeV fs mrad mmmrad 1017 A m–2 mJ
B3 217.0 540.6 25.2 2.93 2.87 0.83 0.22 117.3
B3(1:2) 191.8 471.4 23.5 2.67 3.26 0.71 0.29 90.4
B3(1:4) 186.5 441.7 21.0 2.62 2.90 0.65 0.34 82.4
Table B2. Statistics of γ-rays emitted by the bunches with parameters from table B1.
Parameter Ephá ñ (MeV) σE (MeV) ΔΩph (μsr) Nph (×106) Wph (μJ)
B3 5.92 1.43 1.40 3.08 2.92
B3(1:2) 4.39 1.05 1.85 2.50 1.76
B3(1:4) 4.06 0.71 2.10 3.06 2.00
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The index ‘(4:9)’ stands for the energy partition between the head and the tail. Electron energy spectra before and
at dephasing, with the corresponding TS γ-ray signals, are presented infigure C1. Statistics ofQME electron and
TS γ-ray beams are summedup in tables C1 andC2.
Lower energy in the stack head brings one benefit. In the case S-A3 (energy equipartition), the e-beamwas
lost due to inefficient injection [55]. Reducing the energy in the head (case S-A3(4:9)) brings the beamback (see
figureC1(c) and entry S-A3(4:9) in table C1), the highest-energy and the brightest one among the three reduced-
energy cases. ThisQME e-bunch emits a 2.7GWphoton pulsewith 10.5 MeVmean energy and 14% energy
spread (the lowest among all considered cases), well separated from the background (seefigureC1(f)).
Altogether, theQME e-bunches at dephasing are of excellent quality. For every 5 fs increase inT, theirmean
energy receives an increment of roughly 75 MeV,while the charge drops by≈42 pC. In cases S-A1(4:9) and
S-A2(4:9) this reduction in charge comeswith a proportional reduction in the bunch length, so that themean
current remains 68 kA (in case S-A3(4:9) it drops to 55 kA). The normalized transverse emitance also drops by
more than half, reaching 0.26 mmmrad in case S-A3(4:9), the lowest among all cases studied in this paper. Not
surprisingly, the brightness of the bunches quadruples, from≈5×1016 in case S-A1(4:9) to≈2×10
17 A m–2 in
case S-A3(4:9). Thismakes themperfect TS drivers. Fromfigures C1(d)–(f) and table C2, as themean photon
energy increases from6.2 to 10.5 MeV and the power in the signal from1 to 2.7GW (the energy spread dropping
from18.5% to 14%), the peak flux in the photon signal remains almost unchanged at 8×1011MeV−1 sr−1,
while the number of photons stays at the 2×106 level.
Returning to section 4.2, recalling the data on electron acceleration and photon production in the case C2
(equivalent to the case S-A2 of [55]), and comparing themwith the data pertaining to the case S-A2(4:9), we
observe the changes in theQME electron and photon signals. First, themean electron energy in case S-A2(4:9)
drops by a factor 0.7 compared to the caseC2/S-A2, while the normalized transverse emittance drops by a factor
of 0.775. The energy spread, on the other hand, increases from3.25% to 4.9%.Hence the brightness of theQME
bunch S-A2(4:9) increases compared to cases C2/S-A2 by a factor of 1.35, reaching 1.5×10
17 Am–2.
Comparison offigures 11(e) andC1(e) tells us that the peak photonflux does not change as the aforementioned
changes in the e-bunch take place. Although the central energy in the γ-ray signal drops by half, the energy
spread remains at 16%. Even though the number of photons in case S-A2(4:9) is about 1.4 times higher, lower
photon energy and shorter pulse duration cause the drop in power, from4.7 to 1.9GW.The next important
observation is the increased level of low-energy electron background in cases S-A1(4:9)–S-A3(4:9), owing tomore
rapid degradation of the stacks with the reduced-energy head. The tails infigures C1(a)–(c) are very similar,
containing, on average, 460 pC charge. In cases S-A1(4:9) and S-A2(4:9), this indicates a factor 1.35 and 1.8
increase compared to cases S-A1 andC2/S-A2 [55]. Yet, even though the flux of low-energy photons in case
S-A2(4:9) (figure C1(e)) doubles compared to theflux in theC2/S-A2 case (figure 11(e)), the high-energy, QME
photon signal remains very distinct.
In summary, a decrease in the stack head energy bymore than 50%does not degrade the average
characteristics of theQME e-beams. These remain perfectly suitable to generate narrow-bandwidth, GW-scale
γ-ray pulses containing 106 photonswith themean energy up to 10MeV. An increase in the low-energy photon
background (Eph<5MeV) is not amajor impediment; the source of this contaminant, theweak continuous
low-energy background in the e-beam,may be dispersed in themagnetic spectrometer [75, 76] before the
interactionwith ILP. In conclusion, even though reducing the energy in the stack head reduces thewindow of
accessible electron and photon beamparameters, the e-beam control can be exercised even in thesemore limited
circumstances.
Table C1. Statistics ofQME e-bunches at dephasing from figures C1(a)–(c).
Parameter Q Eá ñ σE στ σα Ne^ Bn W
Units pC MeV MeV fs mrad mmmrad 1017 A m–2 mJ
S-A1(4:9) 151.4 548.3 28.2 2.23 2.63 0.54 0.47 83.0
S-A2(4:9) 104.8 612.8 30.2 1.51 1.65 0.31 1.49 64.2
S-A3(4:9) 67.83 694.3 21.7 1.04 1.22 0.26 1.96 47.1
Table C2. Statistics of γ-rays emitted by the buncheswith parameters from table C1.
Parameter Ephá ñ (MeV) σE (MeV) ΔΩph (μsr) Nph (×106) Wph (μJ)
S-A1(4:9) 6.23 1.16 1.36 2.19 2.18
S-A2(4:9) 8.13 1.38 1.09 2.23 2.90
S-A3(4:9) 10.5 1.48 0.85 1.68 2.82
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